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vertically, cane in one hand and rope in the other.
Every muscle in the body must be relaxed, leaving
it absolutely loose, and giving to the jog of the
camel's trot. To make her increase her pace the
rider ejaculates Hai ! in a kind of yodel, though
she will probably answer to any loud cry if he kicks
her shoulder at the same time. If he wants her
really to move, he digs his bare toes into the ticklish
parts between rib and elbow, reaches back his cane
to her quarters, and draws the crook end of it
smartly up her flank. To induce her to graze as
she goes he says Clock ! Clock ! and to halt and lie
down Ikh ! Ikh ! at the same time tapping the top
of her neck smartly with his cane. The camel's
most restful and pleasant pace is a kind of amble,
head low and well out to the front, and long neck
rippling in gentle waves. She will keep this up for
hours. I never did anything like Lawrence's big
rides, either for distance or for speed, the fastest
trip I ever managed being thirteen miles in an hour
and a half, and the longest seventy-four miles in
seventeen hours' continuous riding.
When the rider dismounts he ties the end of the
rope halter tightly round the camel's bent foreleg
above the knee, to stop her running away. She
will still manage to get up if she wants to, and it is
quite a common sight to see the gentle beast wander-
ing about on three legs with the doubled knee of
the fourth sticking out helplessly in front, but she
cannot wander far, and it is comparatively easy to
catch her again when she is wanted. The best way
to mount her is to put the hands on the tops of
the two pommels, lift the body up on straightened
arms, and pass the right leg over the middle of the
saddle as quickly as possible. She is very apt to

